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TMG BRANDS:

* TMS Sellout Focus program- now including Third Party

Focus Areas for Merchandising

* Strategic Marketing Alliance (SMA 2017)

* Inventory Optimization by Line

* Product Replacements (Reminder)

OTHERS:

* Toolbox

* New Product/ New Line suggestions to a specific email

MERCH MEMOS:

1. K/N & AFE Inventory Optimization

2. JER (JE Reel) Line Enhancement

3. RAN Spiff Promotion (Retail Stores only)

4. BKI Part Number Change

Merchandising - Store Activity Summary

Sell Down of the TMS inventory with Retail and Wholesale focus. We are now including some Third Party SKUs as well. Merchandising 

sends out the updated list by category every Wednesday. Huge Wheel Focus- up to 65% off. All promotions are good while supplies 

last.

We're finalizing SMA programs for 2017 (Truck Fest, ORA, Promotions, etc)

Reminder- You can find all the Merch communications in the Merchandising section of the Toolbox. You can find there: Merch 

Memos, New Line Memos, Recently Discontinued Lines, New Parts Summaries, Training Videos and these Merch Monthly Activity 

Summaries.

Please forward your new lines and/or products suggestions to: newproducts@4wp.com

Completed:                                                                                                                                                                      Upcoming:

*S/B                *WAR (Inventory done, Display product update to come)                                              * EXP                     * RAN

*K/N                *AIR                                                                                                                                                        * T/M                     

* AFE               *FIR                                                                                                                                                         * G/2                      

* S/B                                                                                                                                                                                     

* BED- New Bed Tred, placing inventory at DCs.

* THI- Tonneau display, potential reset.

We have restructured our program with JER (JE Reel). This has enabled us to compete with healthier margins and cost. Please see the 

memo for more details, product list and DC stock. 

BKI has implemented a change in their part numbers for specific styles. These will be moving from a TWO box to a ONE box packaging 

system. Please see the memo for more details on how to search and a couple of examples.

We are in the process of optimizing K/N and AFE and we will need to adjust the stores' current inventory. This change affects all 

stores (US & CAN, remodeled and non-remodeled). Please see the memo for the details of this adjustment as California stores will get 

a slightly different set. 

RAN is running a spiff valid from March 1st, 2017 until April 30th, 2017. This program is only valid for Retail Stores. Merchandising will 

provide reporting to RAN so they contact winners directly
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Merchandising - Store Activity Summary

5. WAR Inventory Optimization

6. SED Line Discontinuation

7. BFG Special Buy Inventory Memo

We have removed OPs for 3 WAR SKUs in order to optimize inventory. This change affects all stores. Please see the memo for details 

on SKUs that will need to be sent back to supplying DCs. 

SED (Speed Energy) has been discontinued from our offering. 

Stores will need to:

1. Sell through your existing beverage inventory. DO NOT SEND ANY BEVERAGE INVENTORY BACK. 

2. Send back your SED refrigerator to your supplying DC by April 1st. Please pack it carefully, mark your store number on the 

package and send us a picture. We ask you to be careful so they don't get damaged, these refrigerators are vendor's property.

Please see the memo for all details and instructions.

We have a semi-exclusive deal with BFG on a 315/70R17 tire that provides us great GP % across all channels  (part number 

BFG58424). Pricing is set by channel and may be subject to change as needed. Please see the memo for all details and instructions.


